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Makedo is a cardboard construction kit that teaches kids to harness 
their creativity to build their own toys with one of the most recycled 
materials on the planet. The process is so much fun that teachers 
will find themselves wanting in on the action by working alongside 
their students, to transform cardboard boxes into dragons, unicorns, 
castles, UFOs, and more. 

Makedo is a catalyst for critical thinking because it  
fosters the natural inclination of the child to learn by doing.

From Cardboard Boxes to 
Hands-On STEAM Learning
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Cardboard Today, The World Tomorrow
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THE KEY TO TRUST
Yubico is the creator of the YubiKey, the industry’s #1 security 
key, enabling strong two-factor, multi-factor and passwordless 
authentication into your favorite applications and services. 

• With a simple touch, the YubiKey provides phishing-resistant protection to 
computers, networks, and online services.
• A single YubiKey works with hundreds of popular business, education, and 
personal applications and services.
• No more reaching for your smartphone, or re-typing passcodes.
• Just plug in your YubiKey, tap, and it does the rest for you.
• No batteries or network connection required, water and crush-resistant 

Step One: Distribute YubiKeys to your users. 
Step Two:  Set up or self-enroll YubiKeys to your favorite applications and services.*

Step Three: When logging in to a registered application or service, you will be prompted 
to touch your YubiKey to verify it is you, and only you logging into your account.
Step Four: Have peace of mind.
*it is recommend to register at least two YubiKey with accounts as a primary and secondary

YubiKey - Easy-to-use, strong authentication, 
proven to eliminate account takeovers

YubiKey is easy to deploy and manage
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PROTECT THE DIGITAL YOU

• Strong, hardware-based authentication that works 
across all operating systems and mobile phones, 
protecting your accounts across your devices. 
• Multiple form factors to best suit your computing 
environments
• USB-A, USB-C, Lightning connections, and wireless 
authentication via NFC for mobile
• Multi-protocol support to work across legacy and 
modern applications and services 
• Support for modern FIDO-based standards and 
passwordless authentication.

YubiKey 5 Series features include:
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Back in Person 
or Back Online? 
What colleges are deciding 
for this semester

With the recent surge of the Omicron variant of Covid-19, 
many colleges are trying to figure out whether students 
should return on campus or start the semester online.  

Colleges across the country are weighing their options 
between a delayed semester start, pivoting to online classes, 
or resuming on campus learning with Covid mitigation 
strategies.

According to Forbes, many colleges are now requiring 
booster shots along with initial vaccination mandates for 
on-campus students.

Other universities are deciding to either delay the semester, 
such as Yale, or start off the first few weeks online, in the 
hopes of avoiding a surge of Omicron cases. Harvard 
announced that it would conduct most of its classes 
and work remotely for the first three weeks of January, 
along with Stanford University, Columbia University, 
Duke University, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, 
Northwestern University and more. 

Rylie Martin, assistant director of C2i, says, “There are 
a good number of institutions bringing students back 
on schedule. Many are maintaining COVID mitigation 
strategies from the fall semester, which means having 
indoor masking mandates, requiring either re-entry testing 
once students get back to campus or testing prior to 
coming back.” 

With uncertainty surrounding the Omicron variant, many 
school administrators will be taking a cautious approach 
to the semester. The task of managing Covid-19 remains a 
challenge for higher education for the foreseeable future. 

Booster Mandates

Waiting out the Surge

Forging Ahead (Carefully?)
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Hover over a logo to explore products 
from last season's new vendors.

FALL 
RECAP

2021 
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Hover over a logo to explore products 
from last season's new vendors.

SUMMER  
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2021 
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Hover over a logo to explore products 
from last season's new vendors.

SPRING 
RECAP

2021 
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dstewartcanada.com  |  800-279-2795

Stay up to date on educational  
trends by following us on social media
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